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Abstract

Electromagnetic forming (EMF) is a high velocity forming technique that

reshapes electrically conductive materials by abruptly discharging a bank of

capacitors through a coil. The oscillation frequency of the discharge is a key

parameter in the design of an EMF system. For a given initial stored energy,

there exist a frequency that produces the maximum workpiece deformation.

Once we know it, we can set the electrical parameters of the EMF system to

make the current intensity oscillate with this optimum frequency. This saves

energy and money, preventing also the premature wearing of the coil. The

objective of the present paper is to find the optimum frequency of an EMF

system. Using the results provided by a finite element model in frequency

domain, we are able to obtain the current flowing trough the coil, the Lorentz

force acting on the workpiece, a function relating the electrical parameters of

the EMF system with frequency and the optimum frequency of the discharge.

Our approach can be very useful for coil design and for modeling complex
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three-dimensional geometries. To validate the method presented here, we

apply it to tube compression and tube expansion processes and compare our

results with those provided by other authors.

Keywords: Electromagnetic forming, optimum frequency, numerical

analysis, finite element method, tube bulging, tube compression.

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic forming (EMF) is a type of high velocity forming that

reshapes electrically conductive materials by means of pulsed electromagnetic

fields. The EMF process starts when a capacitor bank is abruptly discharged

through a coil. The transient electric current flowing through the coil gen-

erates a time-varying magnetic field which induces electric currents in any

nearby conductive material. These induced currents flow in the opposite di-

rection to the ones in the coil and, therefore, a repulsive force arises. If this

force is strong enough then the workpiece can be reshaped with the help of

a die.

As it is reviewed in El-Azab et al. (2003); Fenton and Daehn (1998);

Mamalis et al. (2006), the EMF technique described above presents several

advantages over other forming technologies (e.g., no tool marks on the work-

piece surfaces, no need of lubricants, improved formability, less wrinkling,

controlled springback, lower energy cost, etc.). But, to design optimum EMF

systems and control their performance, we must be able to calculate efficiently

the main parameters involved. This is the aim of this work. More specifi-

cally, we focus our attention on the search of the optimum discharge current

frequency. In Jablonski and Winkler (1978); Zhang et al. (1995); Haiping
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and Chunfeng (2009) is shown that, for a given initial energy, there exists

a discharge current frequency for which the deformation of the workpiece is

maximum. The use of this optimum frequency saves energy and prevents the

premature wearing of the coil.

The frequency of the discharge depends on the values of the resistance,

inductance and capacitance of the RLC circuit formed by the capacitor bank,

coil, workpiece and connectors. For a given set of coil and workpiece, the

current frequency can be controlled by varying the electrical parameters of

the part of RLC circuit which is external to the system coil-workpiece. In this

work, we control the current frequency by changing the capacitance of the

capacitor bank, which can be easily done in practice. In this situation, the

correspondence between capacitance and frequency is one-to-one, hence, the

search for the optimum frequency is equivalent to the search for the optimum

capacitance. In real EMF systems, the capacitor bank has only a discrete

set of possible capacitances values. Therefore, in practical terms, the real

objective is to find out which one of the available capacitances generates the

discharge with a frequency nearest to the optimum.

To find the optimum frequency of an EMF system we can compute the

deformation of the workpiece for all the available capacitances and select the

value which produces the maximum deformation. This is the approach fol-

lowed in Haiping and Chunfeng (2009); Zhang et al. (1995); Jablonski and

Winkler (1978). This approach has the obvious drawback of being computa-

tionally expensive when dealing with complex three-dimensional geometries.

On the other hand, in the method proposed in this work, we can fully charac-

terized an EMF system (from the electromagnetic point of view) after solving
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the time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations for a few frequencies.

In Otin et al. (2012) we explained how to obtain the main electromag-

netic parameters of an EMF system (i.e., inductance, resistance, current

intensity and Lorentz force) from the time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations.

In the present paper, we show how to use these parameters to estimate the

optimum frequency.

2. Optimum frequency search

To find the optimum frequency we need first to compute the Lorentz force

acting on the workpiece for every available capacitance. This is done with

the method explained in Otin et al. (2012) and summarized below.

In this work, we perform all the electromagnetic simulations neglect-

ing the workpiece deformation. This is done for a clearer exposition of the

method and also because the results obtained with an un-deformed workpiece

are a good estimation of the parameters involved in an EMF process. These

estimations can be very useful for testing modeling conditions on complex

three-dimensional geometries with a low computational cost. On the other

hand, if higher precision is required, we can consider our results as the first

step of a sequential coupling strategy (see Otin et al. (2012)).

2.1. Lorentz force on the workpiece

Our method starts by solving numerically the time-harmonic Maxwell’s

equations inside a volume containing the coil and the workpiece. For that, we

can use any finite element code in frequency domain able to provide us with

the electromagnetic fields E(ω) and H(ω). In this work, we employed the in-

house code called ERMES (see Otin (2011)), which implements in C++ the
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finite element formulation explained in Otin (2010). The electromagnetic

fields E(ω) and H(ω) obtained at this step will be used to compute the

inductance and the resistance of the system coil-workpiece and the Lorentz

force acting on the workpiece.

The next step is to obtain the electrical current I(t) flowing through the

coil. The capacitor bank and the system coil-workpiece form a RLC circuit

through which current flows I(t) given by the expression

I(t) =
V

ω0L
exp (−γ t) sin (ω0 t) (1)

with

ω0 =

√
1

LC
−
(

R

2L

)2

(2)

and

γ =
R

2L
. (3)

The parameter V in (1) is the value of the initial voltage at the terminals

the capacitor bank. V is related with the energy of the discharge U by

U =
1

2
CV 2. (4)

The inductance L, resistance R and capacitance C of the RLC circuit are

defined, respectively, by L = Lcb + Lcon + Lcw, R = Rcb + Rcon + Rcw and

C = Ccb, where the subscript cb denotes the parameters of capacitor bank,

the subscript con denotes the parameters of the connectors between capacitor

bank and coil and the subscript cw denotes the parameters of system coil-

workpiece. The parameters Rcb, Lcb, Rcon, Lcon and Ccb are given data, while

Rcw and Lcw are obtained from Jackson (1999)

Rcw(ω) =
1

|In|2
∫

υ
σ|E(ω)|2 dυ (5)
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Lcw(ω) =
1

|In|2
∫

υ
µ|H(ω)|2 dυ, (6)

where σ is the electrical conductivity, µ is the magnetic permeability, υ is a

volume containing the coil and the workpiece and In is the current injected

into the system through the input terminals. Inside the volume of the coil

we replace equation (5) by

Rcw(ω) =
1

|In|2
∫

υ

|J|2

σ
dυ (7)

where J includes the imposed and induced current densities (J = Jimp +σE)

and σ is the conductivity of the coil.

Reordering equation (2) we deduce the one-to-one relation between fre-

quency and capacitance

C(ω) =
4L(ω)

4ω2L(ω)2 + R(ω)2
. (8)

Once Ccb is fixed, the frequency of the discharge ω0 is the solution of the

equation C(ω) = Ccb. Because we have neglected the workpiece deforma-

tion, the frequency ω0 and the total inductance L and resistance R remain

constant during the discharge. On the other hand, if we were to consider the

deformation of the workpiece, the resistance Rcw and inductance Lcw will

change as the workpiece deforms and, therefore, ω0, R and L also will change

with time.

Finally, the Lorentz force acting on the workpiece is given by the expres-

sion

f(r, t) = J(r, t)×B(r, t) = σµ (E(r, t)×H(r, t) ) , (9)

where r is a point inside the workpiece, J = σE is the induced current density

and B = µH is the magnetic flux density. The fields E(r, t) and H(r, t) are
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related with E(r, ω) and H(r, ω) by

E(r, t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

En(r, ω) I(ω) eiωt dω, (10)

H(r, t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

Hn(r, ω) I(ω) eiωt dω, (11)

where i =
√
−1 is the imaginary unit, En(r, ω) and Hn(r, ω) are the fields

per unit intensity at the frequency ω and I(ω) is the Fourier transform of the

intensity I(t) given in equation (1). The fields per unit intensity are defined

by

En(r, ω) =
E(r, ω)

In

, (12)

Hn(r, ω) =
H(r, ω)

In

, (13)

where E(r, ω), H(r, ω) and In are the fields and intensity appearing in equa-

tions (5) and (6).

2.2. Optimum frequency and capacitance

To obtain the optimum frequency ωop, we set the initial charging energy

at a fixed value U0 and look for the frequency which produces the maximum

momentum P in the first n semi-periods, where a semi-period is half of a

period T/2 = π/ω. That is, we look for the frequency which makes maximum

the quantity

∆Pn =
∫ nπ

ω

0
Ftot · dt, (14)

where Ftot is the total magnetic force acting on the workpiece and ∆Pn is the

momentum produced by this force in the first n semi-periods. The number

n must be selected with care, if we use a high n then the frequency ωop will
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be too high and if n is too low then ωop will be too low. The number of

semi-periods we select is the minimum natural number n which accomplish

n ≥ 2 L ω∞
π R

, (15)

where ω∞ is the frequency which makes maximum the quantity ∆P∞ and L

and R are the inductance and the resistance evaluated at ω∞. The quantity

∆P∞ is obtained when n → ∞ in equation (14). Equation (15) comes

from reordering (nπ/ω) ≥ (1/γ), where γ is defined in equation (3). The

minimum natural number which satisfies the inequality (15) represents the

minimum number of semi-periods required to release more than 80% of the

total momentum ∆P∞.

In summary, we first locate the frequency ω∞ which makes maximum

the quantity ∆P∞. Second, we compute n with equation (15). Finally, ωop

is the frequency which makes maximum ∆Pn, being n the natural number

calculated in the second step. All this process is performed neglecting the

workpiece deformation. We do not require any additional simulation. We are

using the data obtained in the initial frequency sweep of our electromagnetic

model. It takes only a few seconds to compute all the integrals and obtain

ωop.

We perform the integral of equation (14) only along the first n semi-

periods because only the first semi-periods have an important contribution

in a real EMF process. This is so because the magnetic force acting on the

workpiece decreases dramatically when the workpiece starts to deform and

moves away from the coil. Thus, if we make n →∞, we are considering too

many pulses without a significant contribution in a real EMF process. But,

on the other hand, if we make n = 1, we are neglecting pulses that are able to
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contribute to the deformation of the workpiece even though they come after

the first more energetic pulses. Therefore, the selection of the number n must

be a compromise between taking the minimum number of pulses (only the

first pulses has a real contribution) and considering all the enough-energetic

secondary pulses (secondary pulses that can have enough energy to deform

the workpiece). These two criteria are fulfilled in the equation (15). The n

obtained with equation (15) is the minimum natural number guaranteeing

that, on the first n semi-periods, it has been released, at least, 80% of the

total momentum that can be released at every frequency.

Because we have neglected the workpiece deformation, the optimum fre-

quency calculated with equation (14) (or, equivalently, the optimum capaci-

tance, after using equation (8)) must be considered as an initial guess. This

initial guess reduces the number of necessary tests (electro-mechanical simu-

lations or experimental measurements) which have to be performed to ensure

the setting of the EMF system parameters in its optimum values. In fact, if

the initial guess is good enough, we can be sure of finding the real optimum

value with only three tests. For instance, suppose that our initial guess falls

between two available capacitances C1 and C2, being C1 < C2. We make

two tests and obtain that the deflections h of the workpiece satisfy h1 < h2.

Afterwards, we take a capacitance C3 which is the lower value available such

as C2 < C3. If we compute (or measure) that h2 > h3 then C2 is the opti-

mum capacitance. In this case, we have required only three tests. On the

other hand, if h2 < h3, we must keep on testing with successive Cn until

find a hn such as hn > hn+1. When this happens, we have that Cn is the

optimum capacitance and n + 1 the number of tests. Therefore, the better
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the initial guess is, the less electro-mechanical simulations, or experimental

measurements, must be performed to set an EMF system in its optimum

values.

3. Application example I. Tube expansion.

In this section we apply the electromagnetic model explained above to

the EMF process showed in Zhang et al. (1995). This process consists in the

expansion of a cylindrical tube by a solenoidal coil under different working

conditions. In Zhang et al. (1995), the tube bulging process is analyzed

for several coils lengths ` = {100, 200, 300, 400, 500}mm, capacitances

Ccb = {24, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600}µF and initial charging energies

U = {1, 2} kJ.

The coil is made of d = 2.0 mm diameter copper wire with an electrical

conductivity of σ = 58.0 × 106 S/m. The outer diameter of the coil is Dc =

37.0 mm and the separation between each loop is p = 3.0 mm. The coil is

approximated by coaxial loop currents, concentric with the workpiece and

placed inside it. Thus, the problem is considered axis symmetric.

The workpiece is a cylindrical tube made of annealed aluminum A1050TD

of outer diameter Dwp = 40.0 mm, thickness τ = 1.0 mm and electrical con-

ductivity σ = 36.0 × 106 S/m. We assume that ε = ε0 and µ = µ0 for

workpiece and coil.

In Zhang et al. (1995) is said that Lcb and Rcb are less than 1.0 µH and

2.0 mΩ respectively. But, in Motoasca (2003), where it is used an EMF set-

up similar to that used in Zhang et al. (1995), it is reached to the conclusion

that these quantities do not take into account the inductance Lcon and the
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resistance Rcon of the wires connecting the capacitor bank with the coil. In

Motoasca (2003) is found that Lcb +Lcon = 2.5 µH and Rcb +Rcon = 15.0 mΩ

are more realistic values for the electrical parameters external to the system

coil-workpiece. Then, in this work, we consider R(ω) = Rcw(ω) + 15.0 mΩ

and L(ω) = Lcw(ω) + 2.5 µH as the total resistance and inductance of the

RLC circuit formed by the capacitor bank and the system coil-workpiece.

3.1. Lorentz force on the workpiece

As remarked at the beginning of section 2, we need to compute the Lorentz

force acting on the workpiece before obtaining the optimum frequency. In

this subsection we are going to illustrate the method summarized in 2.1. We

want to mention before start the description that, in the current stage of

development, we put more emphasis in the accuracy of the solutions than

in the computational performance of the method. That is, we employed

fine FEM meshes and small frequency steps to guarantee accurate solutions

despite the increase in the computational cost. As it will become evident later

in this section, we can reduce the number of simulations and calculate each

frequency in parallel and independently of one another to improve globally

the computational performance of the method.

First of all, we compute the fields E(r, ω) and H(r, ω) with the finite ele-

ment tool ERMES. We calculate the fields for the frequencies in the interval

f ∈ [0, 40] kHz with a frequency step of ∆f = 1 Hz (see Otin et al. (2012)

for details about the selection of the frequency interval). It is only neces-

sary to compute the fields for positive frequencies because En(ω) = En(−ω)

and Hn(ω) = Hn(−ω). The time required to calculate the fields for each

frequency was less than 30 seconds in a desktop computer with a CPU Intel
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Core 2 Quad Q9300 at 2.5 GHz, 8 GB of RAM memory and the operative

system Microsoft Windows XP Professional x64 Edition v2003. In figures 1

and 2 we show the modulus of the normalized fields En(r, ω) and Hn(r, ω),

respectively, at the frequency f = ω/2π = 4.6 kHz. In figure 3 we can ap-

preciate the electrical current density in the coil and workpiece and how the

current density distribution inside the coil is affected by the proximity of the

workpiece.

In figure 4 we graph the evolution of |Hn(ω)| with the frequency. This

graph shows the slow variation of the fields with frequency. As a conse-

quence of this slow variation, we can increase the frequency step ∆f and

reduce the total number of simulations. If we need to know the fields at fre-

quencies which has not been simulated we can obtain these fields by a linear

combination of the fields yet calculated. Therefore, we can characterize elec-

tromagnetically an EMF system after solving the time-harmonic Maxwell’s

equations for only a few frequencies.

Once the fields are known, we can use equations (5) and (6) to calculate

the resistance and the inductance of the RLC circuit formed by the coil, work-

piece and capacitor bank. The resistance and inductance for the case of coil

length ` = 200 mm (N = 68 turns), is plotted in figures 5 and 6 respectively.

In figure 7, equation (8) is plotted for the same case ` = 200 mm. In figure

8 we show the calculated intensity for the capacitances Ccb = {160, 800}µF

and initial charging energy U = 2 kJ. For the case of Ccb = 160 µF we found

that f0 = ω0/2π = 4.6 kHz, L(ω0) = 6.9 µH and R(ω0) = 110.1 mΩ. For

the case of Ccb = 800 µF we found that f0 = 1.7 kHz, L(ω0) = 8.3 µH and

R(ω0) = 102.8 mΩ. To obtain these values we only need to find f0 in the
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Figure 1: Modulus of the normalized electric field En(r, ω) at f = 4.6 kHz in the cental

part of the system coil-workpiece described in section 3.
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Figure 2: Modulus of the normalized magnetic field Hn(r, ω) at f = 4.6 kHz in the cental

part of the system coil-workpiece described in section 3.
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Figure 3: Modulus of the current density J in logarithm scale at f = 4.6 kHz. The

current density has been normalized to its maximum value. The proximity effect is clearly

appreciated.

Figure 4: Modulus of the normalized magnetic field Hn(ω) as a function of the frequency

f = ω/2π on a point r0 located at the inner surface of the tube and on a point rτ located

on the outer surface of the tube.
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Figure 5: Total resistance R of the RLC circuit formed by the capacitor bank and the

system coil-workpiece (coil length ` = 200 mm) as a function of the frequency f .

graph of figure 7 and substitute this frequency in the functions L(ω) and

R(ω). Following this method, we calculated the maximum current intensity

for several coil lengths ` and capacitances Ccb (see figure 9).

Once the capacitance Ccb is fixed and the intensity known, we can cal-

culate the Fourier transform of I(t). The Fourier transform of the intensity

given by equation (1) has the following analytical expression

I(ω) =
1

2

(
1

ω + ω0 − iγ0

− 1

ω − ω0 − iγ0

)
, (16)

where ω0 is the frequency (2) and γ0 is the parameter (3). In figure 10 is

represented equation 16 for the cases Ccb = 160 µF and Ccb = 800 µF. With

equation (16), the fields computed with ERMES, and equations (10) and

(11) we obtain E(r, t) and H(r, t) at any point r of the problem domain and

at any time t.
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Figure 6: Total inductance L of the RLC circuit formed by the capacitor bank and the

system coil-workpiece (coil length ` = 200 mm) as a function of the frequency f .

Figure 7: Capacitance C of the RLC circuit with coil length ` = 200 mm as a function of

the frequency f .
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Figure 8: Intensity flowing trough the coil of length ` = 200mm (N = 68 turns) for the

capacitances Ccb = {160, 800}µF and initial charging energy U = 2 kJ.

Figure 9: Maximum current intensity for several coil lengths ` and capacitances Ccb. The

initial charging energy is U = 1kJ in all the cases. Measurements from Zhang et al. (1995).
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Figure 10: Modulus of the Fourier transform of the intensities showed in figure 8 (` =

200 mm, Ccb = {160, 800}µF and U = 2 kJ).

The integrals of equations (10) and (11) were evaluated using the trape-

zoidal rule implemented inside MATLAB (function trapz ). The functions

were integrated in the interval f ∈ [−40, 40] kHz with a step of ∆f = 1 Hz.

The main contribution to the integrals of equations (10) and (11) comes from

the frequencies in the close vicinity of ω0. This is due to the peak shape of

the function I(ω) around ω0 (see figure 10) and the slow variation of the

fields with frequency.

We calculated the magnetic pressure over the surfaces of the workpiece

(instead of the volumetric Lorentz force given in equation (9)) in order to

compare our results with those provided by Zhang et al. (1995). The mag-

netic pressure used in Zhang et al. (1995) can be written as

P (r0, t) =
1

2
µ
(
|H(r0, t)|2 − |H(rτ , t)|2

)
, (17)
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where r0 is a point placed on the inner surface of the workpiece and rτ is a

point placed outside, on the opposite side. Also, we had to average the fields

H(r0, t) and H(rτ , t) over the workpiece surfaces because the simplified model

of the coil used in Zhang et al. (1995) produces constant fields over these

surfaces. The results for ` = 200 mm, Ccb = {160, 800}µF and U = 2 kJ are

shown in figures 11 and 12.

The differences in the results can be attributed to the different features

of each model. We used a more realistic electromagnetic model for the coil

than Zhang et al. (1995). We take into account effects such as the skin and

proximity effects (see figure 3). These effects increment the value of the

fields at the coil-workpiece interspace and they are more evident at higher

frequencies. These physical phenomena also affects the electrical parameters

of the RLC circuit, increasing the value of Rcw and decreasing the value of

Lcw with frequency. Moreover, Zhang et al. (1995) uses an exponential decay

approximation of the fields inside the workpiece which is only strictly true

for semi-infinite conductive planes. This approximation gives lower values of

the magnetic pressure than the ones obtained considering a finite thickness

workpiece (as we do). The combined contribution of these effects explains, in

part, the differences in the magnetic pressures showed in figures 11 and 12.

Also, it explains why the differences are greater in figure 11 (f0 = 4.6 kHz)

than in figure 12 (f0 = 1.7 kHz).

Another source of divergence is that Zhang et al. (1995) considers the

movement of the workpiece and, on the other hand, we neglect it. Therefore,

the frequency and modulus of the magnetic pressure calculated by Zhang

et al. (1995) for the case Ccb = 800 µF (see figure 12) must be closer to
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Figure 11: Magnetic pressure on the workpiece for the case of coil length ` = 200 mm,

Ccb = 160µF and initial charging energy U = 2kJ.

the calculated with our model than in the case Ccb = 160 µF (see figure

11) because the expansion produced in the tube with the capacitance Ccb =

160 µF is larger than the expansion produced using a capacitance of Ccb =

800 µF.

3.2. Optimum frequency and capacitance

In Zhang et al. (1995) is computed the bulge height produced by coils

of different lengths ` = {100, 200, 300, 400, 500}mm and with Ccb varying

from 20 µF to 1600 µF. The optimum capacitance for each coil is the Ccb

which causes the maximum deformation. The results of Zhang et al. (1995)

are summarized in table 1.

We analyzed this problem with the method detailed in section 2.2, that is,

we obtained the value of the optimum capacitance Cop from the capacitance
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Figure 12: Magnetic pressure on the workpiece for the case of coil length ` = 200 mm,

Ccb = 800µF and initial charging energy U = 2kJ.

which makes maximum the quantity ∆Pn defined in equation (14). The

total force was obtained after integrating equation (17) over the workpiece

surfaces. The integral of equation (14) was evaluated using the function trapz

implemented inside MATLAB. The number of semi-periods calculated with

equation (15) was n = 2 for all the coil lengths. The momentum ∆P2 is

graphed in figure 13 as a function of the capacitance Ccb for the coil lengths

` = {200, 300, 400, 500}mm and the initial charging energy U = 2 kJ. The

values of Cop obtained in this work are presented in table 1.

In table 1 we can see that there exists a good correlation between the

results provided by Zhang et al. (1995) and our approach. The differences

observed at longer coils are due to the modelling differences explained at the

end of section 3.1. The values of the optimal capacitance are lower for longer
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Figure 13: Momentum ∆P2 as a function of the capacitance C for the coil lengths ` = {200,

300, 400, 500}mm. The initial charging energy is U = 2kJ in all the cases. The optimum

capacitance Cop is the one which makes maximum the quantity ∆P2. The values of Cop

are shown in table 1.

coils but, as can be deduced from equation (8), the values of the optimal

frequency are higher. As it is explained in section 3.1, it is precisely at

higher frequencies when the differences between models are greater.

4. Application example II. Tube compression.

Haiping and Chunfeng (2009) analyzed the compression of a tube by a

solenoidal coil for the capacitances Ccb = {60, 120, 240, 360, 480, 600, 702,

720, 840, 960, 1080, 1800}µF and initial charging energy U = 2.02 kJ.

The workpiece is made of aluminium AA3003 with an electrical con-

ductivity σ = 29.4 × 106 S/m. The outer diameter of the workpiece is

Dwp = 50.0 mm, its thickness is τ = 2 mm and its length is ` = 100.0 mm.
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Cop (µF) Cop (µF)

` (mm) Zhang et al. This work

100 310 296

200 160 161

300 100 108

400 70 83

500 40 67

Table 1: Values of the optimum capacitance (Cop) for different coil lengths (`). The Cop

calculated in Zhang et al. (1995) is compared with the Cop calculated in this work.

The solenoidal coil is approximated by coaxial loop currents, concentric

with the workpiece and placed outside it. The coil is made of copper with

a conductivity σ = 58.0 × 106 S/m. The inner diameter of the coil is Dc =

56.0 mm. The separation between each loop is p = 6.25 mm. The length of

the coil is ` = 100 mm and the number of turns is N = 17. The dimensions of

the coil wires are not provided in Haiping and Chunfeng (2009). We assumed

a thickness of 4xc = 5 mm and a height of 4yc = 3 mm for each coil wire.

Haiping and Chunfeng (2009) assumed that R = Rcb + Rcon + Rcw =

13.03 mΩ and L = Lcb + Lcon + Lcw = 1.22 µH for all the frequencies. We

showed in section 3 that, actually, R and L depend on frequency but, for

comparison purposes, we assume that R = 13.03 mΩ and L = 1.22 µH for all

the frequencies.
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Haiping and Chunfeng (2009) computed the radial displacement of the

walls of the tube for the capacitances Ccb listed at the beginning of this sec-

tion. The maximum displacement took place at Ccb = 840 µF (f = 4.97 kHz).

In this work, we apply the method of section 2. We start by computing

with ERMES the fields E(r, ω) and H(r, ω) (see figures 14 and 15). Then,

after obtaining the Lorentz force, we look for the frequency ω∞ which makes

maximum the quantity ∆P∞. This frequency is f∞ = ω∞/2π = 13 kHz. If we

substitute f∞, R and L in equation (15), we have that n = 5. Then, Cop is the

capacitance which makes maximum the quantity ∆P5. In figure 16 we show

the momentum ∆P5 as a function of the capacitance Ccb. The maximum

∆P5 is reached at Cop = 805 µF (fop = 5 kHz). This result is very close to

the one obtained by Haiping and Chunfeng (2009) (see table 2). Moreover, we

must take into account that Haiping and Chunfeng (2009) only computes the

workpiece deformation for a discrete set of capacitances. Then, the optimum

capacitance of the set-up showed in Haiping and Chunfeng (2009) could be

any value around 840 µF (4.97 kHz) that were within the range [720, 960] µF

([4.65, 5.37] Hz).

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have shown a method that numerically solves the time-

harmonic Maxwell’s equations in a volume containing the coil and the work-

piece. Through this method we deduced the current flowing trough the coil,

the Lorentz force acting on the workpiece and the optimum frequency of

an EMF process. We can obtain the magnitude of the main parameters

involved in the design of EMF systems and test modelling conditions on
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Figure 14: Modulus of the normalized electric field En(r, ω) at f = 5 kHz for the tube

compression process described in section 4.

Cop (µF) Cop (µF)

Haiping and Chunfeng This work

840 805

Table 2: Cop calculated in Haiping and Chunfeng (2009) compared with the Cop calculated

in this work.
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Figure 15: Modulus of the normalized magnetic field Hn(r, ω) at f = 5kHz for the tube

compression process described in section 4.
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Figure 16: Momentum ∆P5 as a function of the capacitance Ccb. The optimum capaci-

tance Cop is the capacitance which makes maximum the quantity ∆P5. The maximum of

∆P5 is reached at Cop = 805 µF (fop = 5 kHz).
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complex three-dimensional geometries. The results given by our approach

can be used to improve the coil design, to set the electrical parameters of the

EMF system in its optimum values and to compute the workpiece deforma-

tion in a loose coupling strategy. Finally, we have shown that the numerical

results provided by this method exhibit a good correlation with the results

provided by other authors.
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